Directions: Complete the Venn diagram below to compare and contrast the "Song of Marion's Men" and The Letter from General Greene to General Marion. Be sure to include what each tells us about Francis Marion, what each tells us about Marion's militia, the conditions in which they had to fight, and which is a primary source and which is a secondary source.

- "Song of Marion's Men"
  - Both mention Francis Marion
  - Both say something about the conditions
  - Both make Marion sound like a重要的 figure
  - Both make the militia sound needed the militia

- General Greene's Letter to General Marion
  - Primary source
  - Primary source
  - Pleading
  - Pleading
  - Marion thought
  - Marion thought
  - About how they slept
  - About how they fought
  - About how they lived
  - About how they behaved
  - About how they were perceived
  - About how they were treated
  - About how they were proceeding
  - About the conditions

- Both say something about the conditions
- Both make Marion sound like a important figure
- Both make the militia sound needed the militia